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 If you have a querry, Please write in the comment box below and i will reply your qurries soon. Introduction The AiO 36, also
known as the 36-in-1 All-in-One PC, is a budget-oriented version of the AiO in the same range of price. It was first unveiled at
the beginning of September, 2007 at an estimated cost of $500-$600, and although available only in the US, it was expected to
be shipped from Taiwan in volume. It is intended to be an entry-level desktop computer for people looking for an easy-to-use

and affordable desktop that features a small form factor, with all the basic features, including a standard USB 2.0 port, eSATA
port, Ethernet port, headphone jack, etc. It also includes a DVD drive and a built-in webcam.The AiO 36 includes Windows XP

Home Edition. Hardware The AiO 36 is rather small for an AiO. The body is made of plastic, and the DVD drive is a high-
quality Samsung BX-156A. The LCD monitor, which measures 31.5 inches, is a 19-in-1 model, with a resolution of 1280x800.
There is a built-in webcam, and it supports resolutions up to 320x240 (which, in real life, looks really bad). Since the monitor is
not very bright, you may want to use a backlight to enhance the display. This model is a'single-CPU' configuration. There is an
Intel Pentium M processor at its heart. It is clocked at 1.6 GHz, and memory is 4MB DDR SDRAM. There is also 512MB of
DDR SDRAM installed in the computer, which is also shared with the monitor. The motherboard is designed to support USB

2.0 and eSATA. The computer is shipped with Windows XP Home Edition. It includes approximately 140 applications,
including Microsoft Internet Explorer 6, Google toolbar, MSN Messenger, Roxio CD and DVD burning, Kazaa, etc. It supports

two network connections: a built-in Ethernet network and a wireless network. The AiO 36 includes the Windows XP Media
Center Edition, which is a Windows Home Edition variant with an additional pre-installed set of content.In the wake of the

January 2011 disaster, Kanae and her husband, Takuya, went to stay with his parents in Kaita, Hiroshima Prefecture,
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